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Abstract

In the so-called “micro-macro” approach to computational rheol-
ogy, kinetic theory models for the polymer configurations are coupled
with the macroscopic conservation laws. Most papers in the micro-
macro literature have been concerned with the solution of stochastic
differential equations for the polymer configurations. Indeed, very lit-
tle has been done up until recently to advocate the solution of an
equivalent Fokker–Planck (FP) equation for the polymeric configura-
tion probability density function (pdf).

Our own recent work has been directed towards developing FP-
based high-order methods for both dilute [1, 2] and concentrated [3]
polymer solutions that are at the same time cheaper and more accurate



than stochastic techniques. The number of configuration space dimen-
sions in all our papers to date has been low (≤ 3), however, and the cost
advantage of FP-based methods is quickly lost once high-dimensional
simulations are attempted. Our aim in this talk is to use a suitable ba-
sis for the pdf ψ that will make FP-based high-order numerical methods
competitive with stochastic techniques for simulations involving long
bead-spring chain models of polymers in solution. One way in which
this may be done is through the use of sparse tensor-product spaces in
order to represent ψ.

Results will be presented for some simple test cases to determine
the feasibility of the new method.
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